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A B S T R A C T   

Polynomial regression is a proven method to calculate person-environment (PE) interest fit be-
tween the RIASEC (realistic, investigative, artistic, social, enterprising and conventional) interests 
of a student and the RIASEC profile of a study program. The method has shown much larger 
effects of PE interest fit on academic achievement than earlier approaches in literature. However, 
the polynomial regression method in its current form only focuses on establishing the regressed 
interest fit (RIF) of a population of students with their study environments, in order to observe 
how large the general impact of PE interest fit can become on academic achievement. The present 
study (N = 4407 across n = 22 study programs) further validates this method towards new ap-
plications by theoretically deriving two measures of RIF that only affect a single environment like 
a study program. Analyses show that the use of RIF for a single study environment results in an 
even stronger positive relation between PE interest fit and academic achievement of r = 0.36, 
compared to r = 0.25 for the original polynomial regression method. Analyses also show that RIF 
for one environment can be used to generate interpretable and reliable RIASEC environment 
profiles. In sum, RIF for a single (study) environment is a promising operationalization of PE 
interest fit which facilitates both empirical research as well as the practical application of interest 
fit in counseling settings.   
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1. Introduction 

The theoretical notion that people are attracted to, and perform better in environments that fit with their personal characteristics is 
a contemporary cornerstone of organizational psychology (Nye, Perlus, & Rounds, 2018; van Vianen, 2018), with ample applications 
in both work (Nye et al., 2012) and higher education (Schelfhout et al., 2019; Schelfhout, Wille, Fonteyne, Roels, De Fruyt, et al., 
2021). In his original seminal framework, Schneider (1987) formulated three mechanisms that describe how people (1) are attracted to 
an environment to achieve fit, (2) are selected into an environment because of (perceived) fit and (3) possibly also leave an environment 
in case of experienced misfit (i.e., attrition). As a result, the attraction-selection-attrition (ASA) processes imply that the environment is 
made by the people in that environment (De Cooman et al., 2009; Oh et al., 2018; Schneider, 1987; Schneider et al., 2000). In a similar 
research line, Holland's (1997) theory proposes that people are inherently motivated to select environments that fit with their personal 
interests. Moreover, the theory also predicts that individuals working or studying in a fitting environment have a higher chance of 
obtaining success in their work (Hoff et al., 2020; Hoff et al., 2021) or study environment (Lent et al., 1994; Tracey et al., 2012). 

Over the past decades, a vivid and still ongoing line of research has aimed to empirically test the basic tenets of these person- 
environment (PE) fit theories. The results reported in literature have long remained ambiguous, providing mixed evidence for the 
assumption that PE interest fit indeed robustly and uniquely predicts individual performance. As an example to illustrate the higher 
education context of the present study, the reported effects of interest fit on academic achievement ranged between non-existent to 
very optimistic estimates of about r = 0.30 (Nye et al., 2012). 

As an explanation for this mixed evidence, van Vianen (2018) stated that the lack of clear findings may originate from issues 
inherent to existing PE interest fit measures. For instance, Edwards (1994) showed that the vast majority of fit measures put too much 
constraints on the data, making an unambiguous interpretation of such measures very difficult. van Vianen (2018) also stated that the 
vocational field was thus in dire need of alternative methodology and new research questions. A recently suggested polynomial 
regression methodology seems like a promising alternative to calculate PE interest fit, as the methodology renders PE interest fit results 
that are highly predictive towards work and higher education outcomes (Nye, Butt, et al., 2018; Nye, Prasad, et al., 2018). Polynomial 
regression calculates PE interest fit by regressing an outcome like academic achievement on the vocational interests of individuals 
(Edwards, 1993). 

With the introduction of a powerful method also comes the necessity to reapply this new method to all areas where vocational 
interests can make a difference. For instance, polynomial regression could prove crucial as an additional tool to improve academic 
achievement in higher education. Indeed, internationally, students seem to struggle to make an appropriate and attainable study 
choice as fail rates in the first year of higher education can become quite high, with estimates ranging from 30 % to even over 60 % 
(OECD, 2017; Schelfhout et al., 2022). 

Assessing PE interest fit is a well-established practice in study orientation (Nauta, 2010) and such assessment can assist in 
remedying these high rates of failure through study counseling (Schelfhout, Wille, Fonteyne, Roels, De Fruyt, et al., 2021). For 
instance, students that have to choose a specific study program (or major) in higher education would benefit to know if a specific 
program would fit their vocational interests. The polynomial regression method in its current form is tailored towards observing how 
much of the variance in academic achievement of students can be explained by the PE interest fit with their program in the general 
student population. Considering the importance towards study counseling, the question remains if we can also validate polynomial 
regression as a way to calculate PE interest fit between a single student and a specific study program. 

The present study therefore focuses on determining the PE interest fit of an individual student with one specific (future) study 
program using polynomial regression. The present study thus theoretically derives a regression from the original polynomial regression 
formula for PE interest fit that only affects a single study program (Nye, Prasad, et al., 2018). For instance, by regressing an outcome 
like a GPA on the interests of psychology students only, a typical psychology interest profile is extracted from the data that functions as 
an environment profile for the psychology program. Such an environment profile can then be used to calculate a PE interest fit between 
any student and any study program by inserting the corresponding interest parameters of the student (i.e., interest dimension values) 
and the environment (i.e., interest dimension coefficients) into the regression formula and calculating the regressed value. 

1.1. Person environment interest fit 

The congruence or fit between person and environment is one of the basic tenets of vocational interests literature (Guan et al., 
2021). To ensure that PE interest fit is suitable to aid in study orientation, literature builds on the commensurate interest measurement 
of both individuals and their work or study environment (Xu & Li, 2020). For instance, Holland's hexagon of vocational interests 
describes both individuals as well as their working or study environments on six RIASEC (i.e., Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, 
Enterprising and Conventional) interest dimensions (Holland, 1997). The Realistic dimension mostly involves working with things, 
like tools and materials. The Investigative dimension involves systematic observation of data, and deduction of information. The 
Artistic dimension involves creativity, individual expression, and free and unstructured activities. The Social dimension involves 
working with people, to help them, take care of them, and/or teach or otherwise inform them. The Enterprising dimension involves 
business-like activities such as leadership and sales, with a strong focus on persuasion and initiative. Finally, the Conventional 
dimension involves performing highly structured activities and working with rules, procedures, regulations and legislation. The 
RIASEC profile of an individual can be measured by filling out a RIASEC interest questionnaire, resulting in a score on each of the six 
interest dimensions. The profile of an environment can be obtained in a number of ways. One way to obtain such a profile uses in-
dividuals from that environment as representatives or incumbents of that environment, as was already theorized by Schneider (1987). 
For a more detailed overview, we refer to Allen and Robbins (2010). Another way to obtain these profiles uses (a combination of 
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incumbent scores and) expert ratings like O*NET (Rounds et al., 1999). If the scores of an individual on the six RIASEC dimensions 
show certain similarities with the scores of the environment on these six dimensions, it is said that the vocational interests of an in-
dividual fit the environment to various degrees. 

However, literature has known a long-standing debate on the nature of these similarities. Early high-point coding attempts at 
determining PE fit only compared the highest one or two scoring dimensions (Young et al., 1998). For instance, in a highly social 
environment like a nursing program, a student with a dominant social dimension (i.e., with a higher score on the social dimension 
compared to the other RIASEC dimensions) is considered to have a good PE interest fit with the environment. Although very user- 
friendly, these methods were eventually heavily criticized, as the criterion for a good fit is almost always inherent to a specific 
method, making a comparison between methods very difficult at best (Brown & Gore, 1994; Camp & Chartrand, 1992; Tinsley, 2000). 

Today, literature still shows a plethora of PE interest fit measures, with various levels of complexity. For instance, correlation fit 
and Euclidean distance are two continuous and more recent measures that have had some merit in charting the beneficial effects of PE 
interest fit (Tracey et al., 2012). Correlation fit is a technique that does not compare the highest scores between person and envi-
ronment, but relies on the scoring pattern of the six dimensions (Schelfhout, Wille, Fonteyne, Roels, De Fruyt, et al., 2021). Calculating 
the correlation between the RIASEC scores of the person and the RIASEC scores of the environment compares both profile patterns and 
thus provides a continuous measure of PE interest fit. In contrast, Euclidean distance is a distance-based measure that reduces the 
profiles of the person and the environment to two points in Euclidean space (Wille et al., 2014). By calculating the distance between 
these point projections, a continuous measure of PE interest fit is obtained. Literature does report some, albeit small, positive effects 
(about r = 0.10) for both measures on a number of outcomes in work and educational contexts like study choice (Su & Rounds, 2015) 
and study achievement (Tracey et al., 2012). However, what is considered a good fit remains a challenging question as finding an 
absolute criterion (e.g., “How well exactly must a student fit a study program before you would advise it as a possible study choice?”) is 
not that straightforward. Polynomial regression attempts to answer what should be considered a good fit. 

1.2. Polynomial regression 

Edwards (1993) criticized the construction of PE fit measures (not only concerning vocational interests) in organizational research. 
In doing so, he also addressed the problem of an objective criterion to distinguish a good fit from a bad one (Edwards, 1994; Edwards & 
Parry, 1993), advocating that this criterion should be determined in function of the prediction goal. For instance, to investigate the 
predictive effects of vocational interest on academic achievement, academic achievement should be used as the criterion. In other 
words, a good fitting student interest profile for a specific study program is a profile that is associated with high academic achievement 
in that program. Besides the methodological arguments of Edwards (1993), ASA theory also indicates that persons are selected (or 
retained) into an environment based on perceived fit. As academic achievement already functions as the selection criterion in higher 
education towards degree attainment (Schneider & Preckel, 2017), academic achievement is not only a methodologically valid cri-
terion choice for PE interest fit but also a theoretically valid one. 

In order to practically calculate PE interest fit in function of an objective criterion, Edwards (1994) therefore recommended using 
polynomial regression. A polynomial is a mathematical expression containing different variables with coefficients, while the 
expression only includes operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication and non-negative exponentiation (Barbeau, 2003). 
Polynomial regression as a measure of PE interest fit thus regresses a dependent variable (i.e., academic achievement) on a set of 
independent variables (i.e., RIASEC interest scores with linear and quadratic terms). As a major advantage for establishing PE interest 
fit, this regressed interest fit (RIF) does not impose as much constraints on the data as some other methods. Amongst other issues, 
Edwards (1994) correctly argues that most fit measures (i.e., Euclidean distance) do not represent the components (i.e., PE RIASEC 
scores) equally, unless one can show that all components have the same variance. Otherwise, the interpretation of such a measure will 
vary from sample to sample, which is detrimental to the idea of an objective criterion. 

In response to these (and other) concerns, Nye, Butt, et al. (2018) introduced polynomial regression as an alternative way to study 
the effects of PE interest fit on various educational and work outcomes. Applied to RIASEC interest fit, this procedure regresses the 
criterion of interest (e.g., GPA) on the RIASEC scores of the individual, the RIASEC scores of the environment (e.g., study program), 
their respective quadratic equivalents and their interactions, which sums to thirty regression terms. More formally, this type of an-
alyses is specified as follows, 

GPA ∼
∑C

X=R
βX +

∑C

Y=R
βY +

∑C

X=R
βX2 +

∑C

Y=R
βY2 +

∑C

X,Y=R
βXY + e (1)  

with X and X2 representing the individual linear and quadratic RIASEC terms varying from R to C, Y and Y2 representing the envi-
ronment linear and quadratic RIASEC terms varying from R to C, XY representing the RIASEC interaction terms between individual and 
environment varying from R to C, and e representing the error term. The (thirty) regression coefficients (β) for each term need to be 
estimated. In practice, PE interest fit is then calculated by multiplying the student and program RIASEC scores with the corresponding 
regression coefficients and summing the products. For the present study, we will refer to this general procedure as the RIF30 method, 
because the polynomial regression to calculate PE interest fit is determined by thirty RIASEC terms. For a further and more recent in- 
depth description of the RIF30 measure, we refer to Wiegand et al. (2021). 

It is important to note that all RIASEC dimensions should remain a part of the regression, even if their direct effect is not significant. 
Indeed, when conducting regression analyses, one should always consider the possibility of the omitted variable problem (Sackett 
et al., 2003). When variables related to both the dependent variable and other variables in the model are excluded, the assumption that 
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all relevant predictors are present in the model is violated. This violation can have severe consequences as the estimates of the 
regression coefficients for the other independent variables can become inaccurate. In the case of vocational interests, we already know 
from literature that all RIASEC dimensions are correlated to the extent the dimensions exhibit a circular structure (Holland, 1997; 
Tracey & Rounds, 1996). 

Early results indicated that the RIF30 correlated r = 0.31 with major GPA, while also providing incremental validity above and 
beyond the effects of various cognitive and non-cognitive predictors (Nye, Butt, et al., 2018). RIF30 was also correlated up to r = 0.23 
with work satisfaction and up to r = 0.34 with course performance (Nye, Prasad, et al., 2018). These studies show that the power and 
benefits of this polynomial regression method cannot be underestimated as the method sheds a new light on the importance of 
vocational interests in both higher education as well as the work field. Despite these benefits, van Vianen (2018) does advocate caution 
towards three limitations of the polynomial regression method. 

As a first limitation, the polynomial regression method requires larger data samples (and environments), depending on the number 
of predictors (Edwards, 1993; van Vianen, 2018). As an example, Nye and colleagues suggested sample sizes of N = 1449 to N =
30,384, across n = 74 to n = 409 unique environments respectively (Nye, Butt, et al., 2018; Nye, Prasad, et al., 2018). These examples 
indicate that on average, each environment is represented by 20 to 74 individuals. For a further discussion on regression sample sizes, 
we refer to Maxwell et al. (2008). The present study addresses the need for large data samples by showing that a reduced form of 
polynomial regression can also work for one specific study program environment that has a student population of as low as n = 65 
students (i.e., within the range mentioned above). However, to ensure that such smaller data samples render valid results and remain 
representative for the current student population, the present study includes student data of N = 4407 first-year students divided over 
n = 22 specific study programs with a wide range of topics, across ten faculties of a large Belgian university (see also Appendix, 
Table A1). 

As a second limitation, polynomial regression (Type I) errors increase with an increasing number of predictors in the regression (Su 
et al., 2019). The present study addresses this issue by reducing the number of predictors in the regression. Indeed, RIF30 regresses 
outcomes like achievement on 30 RIASEC terms (see also Eq. (1)): twelve individual terms, twelve environment terms and six 
interaction terms. The present study reduces the number of predictors needed to calculate RIF to the twelve individual terms. 

As a third and final limitation, polynomial regression tends to result in multicollinearity, even when applying counter measures like 
variable centering (Tinsley, 2000). Multicollinearity is a regression phenomenon in which at least one independent variable is highly 
correlated with at least one of the other independent variables (Johnston et al., 2018). Although multicollinearity does not have an 
effect on the explanative power of a regression model, severe multicollinearity can prove problematic as the estimates of the inde-
pendent variables' coefficients can have very high standard errors, making the coefficient estimates unstable (Kraha et al., 2012). As an 
example, exclusion of only a few data points can already cause a huge change in the estimates and even the signs of the coefficients of 
the polynomial regression. In practice, a good PE interest fit between student and program will not change due to multicollinearity, but 
multicollinearity does make it very hard to assess why the student shows such a good fit with the program (i.e., which RIASEC di-
mensions are responsible). The present study addresses this issue by showing that RIF for one specific program does not suffer from 
multicollinearity if the RIF is limited to six RIASEC linear terms only. 

1.3. RIF12 for one specific study program environment 

A RIF between one student and one study program is needed to further validate polynomial regression as a powerful and practically 
useful way of calculating PE interest fit. Specifically, it can be argued that the RIF30 method in its current form is less suited to 
calculate PE interest fit between one individual (i.e., student) and a specific environment (i.e., study program) as the regression also 
contains the data from other environments. Indeed, the obtained regression coefficients for RIF30 can vary depending on the sample, 
as was also addressed in earlier polynomial regression studies on PE interest fit (Nye, Butt, et al., 2018; Nye, Prasad, et al., 2018). This 
variation could prove problematic for reliably calculating the fit of a student with a study program. For example, a regression based on 
student data from the study programs of psychology, law and economics can have totally different regression coefficients compared to 
a regression based on student data from the programs of psychology, mathematics and medicine. However, when calculating the PE 
interest fit of a psychology student with the psychology program, the calculation could render different results depending on the data 
set used, while PE interest fit is still calculated between the same student and the same study program environment. Obtaining different 
results using the same method when calculating PE interest fit between a student and a study program would be detrimental to the 
concept of PE interest fit. 

Van Iddekinge et al. (2011) have touched upon polynomial regression to calculate the interest fit between an individual and a 
specific environment in their meta-analytic study on the effects of vocational interest on employee performance and turnover. 
Although this meta-analysis was unable to perform a full regression due to the absence of raw data, the analysis did manage to show 
that even meta-analytic compositions of vocational interests across studies (e.g., scores on all six RIASEC scales) had a clear edge over 
classic congruence indices of PE interest fit and single RIASEC dimensions. Indeed, these composites revealed better criterion validity 
on various outcomes, while also clearly distinguishing how large the effects of individual interest dimensions were when controlling 
for the other dimensions. Important to note, Van Iddekinge et al. (2011) analyzed these composite measures in separate, specific 
environments of workers that executed similar jobs. In other words, the authors did not ignore the environment, but delineated a 
specific environment based on the professional activity of the individuals working in that environment. For instance, individuals that 
were occupied as an accountant were considered to work in the environment of accountancy. This specific delineation of environments 
is in line with vocational interest theory as several studies have indicated that a specific environment attracts individuals with similar 
interest profiles (Nye, Perlus, & Rounds, 2018; Schelfhout et al., 2019), as predicted by theory (Holland, 1997; Schneider, 1987). 
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The present study wants to delineate specific environments in higher education. For instance, a psychology student is considered to 
study in the environment of a psychology program. As such, every psychology student in that program shares the specific psychology 
study program environment, with the same study content for each student (e.g., courses and lectors).1 For example, if one uses the 
RIASEC scores of the psychology students as incumbents for the psychology program, averaging out the RIASEC scores would render a 
RIASEC environment profile for the psychology program that is equal for all psychology students. If this psychology student population 
is used exclusively (i.e., no students from other programs) in Eq. (1), all eighteen environmental terms from Eq. (1) become constants 
(i.e., twelve environment terms) or redundant multiples of the individual terms (i.e., six interaction terms) as the psychology program 
environment has the same properties for each student. In a regression, constants and redundant multiples should be eliminated 
altogether (i.e., their regression coefficients should be put to zero), as their purpose is nil. In other words, within one specific envi-
ronment, PE interest fit through polynomial regression can be statistically reduced to twelve individual linear and quadratic RIASEC 
terms, 

GPA ∼
∑C

X=R
βX +

∑C

X=R
βX2 + e (2)  

with X and X2 representing the individual linear and quadratic RIASEC terms varying from R to C and e representing the error term. 
The regression weight (β) for each term needs to be estimated. In practice, PE interest fit for a student is calculated by multiplying the 
student RIASEC scores with the corresponding program regression coefficients and summing the products. Although Eq. (2) no longer 
features environmental parameters, it is important to note that the environment is still taken into account as the RIASEC (and GPA) 
scores of the individual student are compared to the (regressed) scores of its peers from the same environment. For the present study, 
we will call this method of calculating RIF the RIF12 method, as it takes twelve terms to perform the regression. 

The relation between RIF30 and RIF12 is determined by the number of specific environments m used in RIF30. In fact, if there is 
only one environment such as a specific study program environment (i.e., one set of environment parameters that are identical for all 
individuals like in the example given above), RIF30 and RIF12 are identical. More formally, 

GPA ∼

(
∑C

X=R
βX +

∑C

Y=R
βY +

∑C

X=R
βX2 +

∑C

Y=R
βY2 +

∑C

X,Y=R
βXY + e | m = 1

)

= GPA ∼
∑C

X=R
βX +

∑C

X=R
βX2 + e

(3)  

with X and X2 representing the individual linear and quadratic RIASEC terms varying from R to C, Y and Y2 representing the envi-
ronment linear and quadratic RIASEC terms varying from R to C, XY representing the RIASEC interaction terms between individual and 
environment varying from R to C, m representing the number of unique environments and e representing the error term. The regression 
weight (β) for each term needs to be estimated. 

As a result of the reduction of terms, RIF12 for one specific program requires 60 % (12 vs. 30) fewer estimated coefficients 
compared to RIF30, limiting the effects of estimation errors on PE interest fit. Predicting academic achievement can thus be done more 
precisely in one specific program, as the parameters from the other programs do not have to be considered. 

H1. RIF12 generates a more accurate PE interest fit due to a smaller estimation error compared to RIF30. 

By definition, a practical application of RIF12 to one discipline or program environment no longer harbors between-discipline 
parameters. However, it is important to note that RIF12 as a method does not ignore the between-environment variance. On the 
contrary, by applying RIF12 to each of the programs specifically and separately, the variance present in both RIASEC measures and the 
GPA scores is split up across study programs. In a way, RIF12 distributes the RIASEC and GPA variance in the population by controlling 
for the differences between study programs. Indeed, literature agrees that different programs will reward different student interest 
RIASEC patterns (Smart et al., 2000). By allowing the RIF12 regression coefficients to vary between-disciplines (i.e. different 
regression coefficients) in accordance to the patterns present in the specific disciplines (i.e., which RIASEC profiles lead to better GPA), 
the relation between GPA and PE fit will become stronger compared to RIF30. As a consequence, the regression of GPA on the RIASEC 
variables will lead to a higher explained variance compared to RIF30, which does not feature such a between-program control. 

H2. RIF12 generates a PE interest fit estimate that has a larger effect on academic achievement compared to RIF30. 

Classic congruence indices are less powerful in detecting the positive relation between PE interest fit and academic achievement 
(Nye, Prasad, et al., 2018). Up until now however, studies have not yet compared polynomial regression to continuous methods of 
establishing PE fit like Euclidean distance or correlation fit. Still, the same rationale regarding the classic, more categorical indices can 
be applied to the more recent, continuous ones (Edwards, 1993). Indeed, both types of methods put too much constraints on the data, 
artificially limiting the common variance between criterion and regressors, which renders a less powerful method that underestimates 
the effects of PE interest fit. We thus predict that: 

1 As noted by one reviewer, we do acknowledge that a student's environment is not limited to the study environment and that not all students 
experience the (study) environment in a similar way. 
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H3. RIF generates PE interest fit estimates that have a larger effect on academic achievement compared to Euclidean distance and 
correlation fit. 

1.4. Study environment profile generation using RIF6 

The current methods of determining environment profiles that are needed to subsequently establish PE interest fit measures are still 
suboptimal (Nauta, 2010). Despite the empirical evidence on the importance of vocational interests variance within one specific 
environment (Nye, Perlus, & Rounds, 2018;Schelfhout et al., 2019; Tracey et al., 2012), the most common methods of determining 
RIASEC environment profiles use RIASEC interest means, while ignoring RIASEC interest variance. For instance, the incumbent 
method usually only takes the mean of RIASEC scores over students in a specific program to determine the RIASEC profile of that 
specific program (Allen & Robbins, 2010; Fonteyne et al., 2017; Schelfhout, Wille, Fonteyne, Roels, De Fruyt, et al., 2021). Indeed, 
even a specific, homogeneous environment (for instance due to ASA processes, see also Schneider et al., 2000) can still exhibit quite 
some variance regarding vocational interests, which is rarely considered when determining the vocational interest profile of a specific 
environment (Nye, Perlus, & Rounds, 2018). Such environment interest variance can even affect important outcomes like academic 
achievement (Schelfhout et al., 2019; Tracey et al., 2012). 

As polynomial regression explicitly uses unconstrained vocational interest variance to explain outcomes like academic achieve-
ment, such a regression seems an excellent candidate to generate environment profiles more accurately. However, RIF30 does not use 
data on one study program, but uses data on a multitude of programs that can have totally different interest patterns (Smart et al., 
2000). RIF12 for one specific study program solves this issue as RIF12 estimates regression coefficients for all RIASEC dimensions 
based on the RIASEC scores of students in that specific program. As such, the variance of these RIASEC dimensions over students in that 
specific program is also taken into account. As a consequence, students that have a RIASEC profile that fits the (regression) coefficients 
from their program profile, will have a high PE interest fit value and are thus theoretically predicted to obtain good results in that 
program (Holland, 1997). Although RIF12 seems a promising method of estimating a specific RIASEC environment profile, a RIF12 
profile would still incorporate quadratic RIASEC terms, which are by definition collinear iterations of linear RIASEC terms. Multi-
collinearity can become a serious issue if the regression models and their coefficients are used for other purposes than explanation only. 
The multicollinearity problem can distort the estimates of the coefficients, making the environment profiles unreliable (Kraha et al., 
2012). However, literature already shows that linear RIASEC dimensions are related in a circular pattern, but not to the extent that two 
or more dimensions have highly collinear patterns (Fonteyne et al., 2017; Holland, 1997). For profile generation specifically, we thus 
consider the option to further reduce RIF12 to a regression with linear RIASEC terms only, 

GPA ∼
∑C

X=R
βX + e (4)  

with X representing the individual linear RIASEC terms varying from R to C and e representing the error term. The regression weight (β) 
for each term needs to be estimated. The six-term RIASEC expression is still considered a polynomial, albeit of the first degree. In 
practice, PE interest fit for a student is again calculated by multiplying the student RIASEC scores with the corresponding program 
regression coefficients and summing the products. For the present study, we will call this method of calculating RIF the RIF6 method, 
as it takes six terms to perform the regression. Note that RIF6 and RIF12 do not require an estimate of the RIASEC environment scores 
prior to the analyses as there are no longer any environment profile elements present in the formula. In contrast to many other 
incumbent methods, these environment scores (i.e., regression coefficients) are part of the results. 

By removing the quadratic terms and by using the variance of RIASEC scores in the student incumbents, we expect that RIF6 is a 
valid alternative for environment RIASEC profile generation as was requested in literature (Nauta, 2010; Nye, Perlus, & Rounds, 2018). 
As such, we predict that 

H4. RIF6 does not cause multicollinearity issues. 

When describing the proposed regressions (i.e., RIF12 and RIF6), the present study also considers the statistical consequences of 
omitting predictors (i.e., the quadratic terms in reducing RIF12 to RIF6) in these regressions. In case of such an omission, the explained 
variance of the omitted variables is absorbed into the error term (see also Eqs. (1), (2), (3) and (4)), which still makes for a balanced 
regression. Yet, one should be aware of the consequences of such an operation. In case the omitted variables were initially explanatory 
towards the dependent variable, the error term will increase in importance (i.e., unexplained variance), while the amount of variance 
explained by the independent variables will drop. If, for any reason, such an omission is conducted, the cost of this omission should be 
calculated and weighed against the advantages of having a reduced model. For calculating the cost, the present study therefore 
provides an estimate of how much explanative power is lost towards academic achievement when using RIF6 over RIF12. 

2. Method and materials 

2.1. Data 

The data were drawn from a large regionwide project (Flanders, Belgium) providing study counseling advice towards high school 
students who are making the transition into higher education in an open access education system. The project received favorable 
advice of the responsible ethics committee at Ghent University (department of Experimental Psychology, application number 2016/ 
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Table 1 
Variable summary and bivariate correlations.   

M SD GPA GRSE COR ED RIF30 RIF12 R I A S E C 

GPA  445.31  242.59 1  0.36**  0.08**  − 0.04*  0.25**  0.36**  0.00  0.04**  − 0.02  0.02  0.01  − 0.01 
GRSE  72.02  6.53   1  0.02  0.02  0.11**  0.17**  0.02  0.15**  0.03  0.01  − 0.06**  − 0.07** 
COR  0.71  0.28    1  − 0.43**  0.32**  0.26**  − 0.26**  − 0.15**  − 0.18**  0.07**  0.00  − 0.10** 
ED  92.19  51.12     1  − 0.12**  − 0.10**  0.19**  0.20**  0.45**  0.16**  0.07**  0.09** 
RIF30  445.35  60.42      1  0.67**  0.03  0.17**  − 0.06**  0.09**  0.04*  − 0.04** 
RIF12  446.94  87.80       1  0.00  0.11**  − 0.04*  0.05**  0.01  − 0.05** 
R  19.70  24.75        1  0.39**  0.14**  − 0.22**  0.16**  0.26** 
I  33.32  21.00         1  0.21**  0.20**  − 0.01  0.12** 
A  28.72  25.07          1  0.43**  0.26**  0.08** 
S  34.32  26.39           1  0.15**  0.06** 
E  35.63  28.57            1  0.73** 
C  23.20  24.09             1 

Note. GPA = grade point average, GRSE = global result secondary education, COR = correlation fit, ED = Euclidean distance, RIF30 = regressed interest fit using full polynomial regression with 30 terms, 
RIF12 = regressed interest fit using full polynomial regression with 12 terms, R = realistic interest score, I = investigative interest score, A = artistic interest score, S = social interest score, E = enterprising 
interest score, C = conventional interest score. Students' RIASEC interest scores are obtained through the SIMON-I interest inventory. 

* p < .05. 
** p < .01. 
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82). The education system in which the project is embedded is characterized by a relatively low entry cost (i.e., a maximal tuition fee of 
about € 1000 or $ 1170) and an open access policy (i.e., no admission tests or entry level GPA requirements). Such an environment also 
provides an excellent opportunity to investigate the influence of vocational interests on study choice and academic achievement 
(Schelfhout, Wille, Fonteyne, Roels, Derous, et al., 2021), in the absence of additional (financial and achievement-related) 
requirements. 

For the present prospective study, the dataset features interest and performance data from a large overall sample of N = 4407 first 
year generation (i.e., first registration) students (59 % female, with a mean age of M = 18.16, SD = 0.82 and a median age of Mdn = 18, 
which covered 88 % of the sample), distributed across ten faculties and 22 bachelor programs of a Belgian university that is ranked in 
the top 100 of the Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU, formerly known as the Shanghai Ranking, see also https://www. 
shanghairanking.com/rankings). 

At the start the academic year 2018–2019 first-year students were strongly advised through multiple channels (e.g., lectors, emails 
and messages distributed through online student platforms) to fill out an online RIASEC questionnaire, specifically designed for the 
transition towards higher education (Fonteyne et al., 2017). At the end of the academic year, exam data about their global grade point 
average (GPA) for their complete program were linked to their interest data. Out of a possible 5699 registered students for the n = 22 
programs, 4479 students completed the RIASEC survey (response rate = 79 %). Also, out of these possible 5699 registered students, 
571 dropped out before taking exams (dropout = 10 %). Combining both data collections (i.e., RIASEC questionnaires and exam GPA), 
a total of N = 4, 407 students was retained of which we had data on both RIASEC as well as GPA, which is about 77 % of the total 
number of registered students. About 25 % of all students originated from a lower SES background (i.e., lower family income and/or 
lower parental literacy). 

It is important to note that within each study program all generation students on the model trajectory have identical curricula. Such 
curricula comprise a number of courses which, together, provide a delineated study environment for each specific program. Though 
some programs have somewhat overlapping topics (e.g., Biomedical Sciences and Biochemistry and Biotechnology), the study envi-
ronment for each program is quite unique as each program has a combination of different courses, lectured by different professors. 
Each course is graded after an exam. For more information about the study choice process and the evaluation procedures used in this 
educational system, we refer to Schelfhout et al. (2022). 

2.2. Measures 

Table 1 shows the variable summary and the correlation matrix of all variables. Variables were centered prior to RIF analyses to 
proactively counter multicollinearity. 

2.2.1. Academic achievement 
Academic achievement was measured at the end of the academic year as the weighted average score (on a scale from 0 to 1000) of a 

student across all courses included in his/her specific program. The weights are determined analogous to the ECTS (European Credits 
Transfer system) credits of each course, as was introduced by the Bologna declaration (1999). GPA measures were linked to students' 
vocational interests through a central databank at the governing university. 

2.2.2. RIASEC dimensions of vocational interests 
The RIASEC dimensions are measured using the SIMON-I instrument, specifically designed for the context of study counseling in 

higher education (Fonteyne et al., 2017). The test consists of 173 items with a yes or no answer, asking students whether they would be 
interested in performing specific activities and occupations. As such, the realistic dimension is measured through 27 items (α = 0.93) 
like “Developing electronic systems?” and “Forrester?”. The investigative dimension is measured through 33 items (α = 0.88) like 
“Analyzing statistics?” and “Biologist?”. The artistic dimension is measured through 30 items (α = 0.92) like “Designing webpages?” 
and “Editor?”. The social dimension is measured through 32 items (α = 0.92) like “Giving travel advice?” and “Nurse?”. The enter-
prising dimension is measured through 26 items (α = 0.93) like “Conducting a meeting?” and “Sales manager?”. And finally, the 
conventional dimension is measured through 25 items (α = 0.92) like “Monitor quality standards?” and “Safety advisor?”. The final 
student score on each dimension is a number between 0 and 100 and is calculated by summing the number of “yes” answers on one 
dimension, dividing this sum by the total number of items for that dimension and then multiplying this quotient with 100. For instance, 
if a student answered “yes” to twenty items of the conventional dimension, the student scores 20 out of 25 or 80 (out of 100) for the 
conventional dimension. A higher dimension score indicates a stronger preference for that interest field. 

We tested the hypothesized circular structure of the RIASEC interests. A randomization test of hypothesized order relations (RTOR) 
showed a correspondence index of CI = 0.83, p = .03, which is considered a good fit, even when adhering to the most conservative 
cutoff of CI > 0.70 (Rounds & Tracey, 1996). 

2.2.3. Correlation fit 
A Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient (or bivariate correlation) is obtained for every student by calculating the 

correlation between the RIASEC profile of the student and the RIASEC profile of the chosen program. The program profile takes the 
exact form of a student profile with interest scores for each of the six RIASEC dimensions (e.g., R = 10, I = 5, A = 30, S = 80, E = 26, C 
= 10). For correlation fit and Euclidean distance (see further), the twenty-two program profiles were obtained from a large inde-
pendent dataset (N0 = 4932, with a response rate of about 63 %) by averaging out the RIASEC scores across senior students in each 
program at the same university as where the data from N originated. The procedure to calculate program profiles based on this 
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independent dataset was analogous to Allen and Robbins (2010).The senior students showed academic success and perseverance by 
completing at least the first two years of their program (Schelfhout, Wille, Fonteyne, Roels, De Fruyt, et al., 2021). After the online 
survey, <3 % of these senior students indicated they would not take the program again if given the opportunity, which is an indication 
these students were still interested in their program of choice. In order to further test the validity of these program RIASEC measures, 
we correlated the program RIASEC means of N0 with the program RIASEC means of N. The mean correlation over programs was r =
0.95 with a standard deviation of SD = 0.07. 

2.2.4. Euclidean distance 
Euclidean distance is calculated analogous to Wille et al. (2014). Two points with each two coordinates in Euclidean space are 

obtained for each student. The people–things (P/T) axis runs from S to R on the RIASEC hexagon. The P/T coordinate for each student 
and each program is calculated as follows: P/T = 2 × R + I − A − 2 × S − E + C. The data–ideas (D/I) axis runs in between the E and C 
dimension to in between the A and S dimension on the RIASEC hexagon. The D/I coordinate for each student and each program is 
calculated as follows: D/I = 1.73 × E + 1.73 × C − 1.73 × I − 1.73 × A. Finally, Euclidean distance (ED) is calculated for each student 
as follows: ED = SQRT ((student P/T − program P/T)2 + (student D/I − program D/I)2). 

2.2.5. RIF30 
RIF30 is calculated using Eq. (1). GPA is regressed on the thirty-term polynomial as presented in the introduction. For each term, a 

regression coefficient is estimated. For each participant, PE interest fit is calculated by summing the thirty products of all person and 
environment RIASEC term scores and their corresponding regression coefficients. The fit error is the absolute difference between GPA 
and RIF30. 

2.2.6. RIF12 
RIF12 is calculated using Eq. (2). GPA is regressed on the twelve-term polynomial as presented in the introduction, for each of the 

22 programs separately. For each term, a regression coefficient is estimated. For each participant in a specific program, PE interest fit is 
calculated by summing the twelve products of all individual RIASEC term scores with the corresponding coefficients from the program- 
specific regression. The fit error is the absolute difference between GPA and RIF12. 

2.2.7. RIF6 
RIF6 is calculated using Eq. (4). GPA is regressed on the six-term polynomial as presented in the introduction, for each of the 22 

programs separately. For each term, a regression coefficient is estimated. For each participant in a specific program, PE interest fit is 
calculated by summing the six products of all individual RIASEC term scores with the corresponding coefficients from the program- 
specific regression. The fit error is the absolute difference between GPA and RIF6. 

2.2.8. Global result secondary education 
To assess the explanative power of polynomial regression towards academic achievement, we have controlled for the effects of prior 

achievement, as prior achievement is arguably considered as the best predictor towards future achievement (Schneider & Preckel, 
2017). Students thus self-reported their global result in the final year of secondary education (GRSE) through a score ranging from 1 to 
100. The GRSE variable acts as a benchmark (i.e., as a control variable) to assess the magnitude of the effects of RIF on academic 
achievement. 

2.3. Analyses 

For H1, a paired, two-sample t-test is used on the absolute fit errors of student RIF (i.e., the difference between the regressed 
outcome or RIF and the actual outcome or GPA) to test if RIF12 indeed renders a more accurate fit compared to RIF30. Effect size is 
indicated using a Cohen's d (0.01 – very small effect; 0.20 – small effect, 0.50 – medium effect; 0.80 – large effect; 1.20 – very large 
effect; 2.00 – huge effect; for an overview, see Sawilowsky, 2009). For H2, a regression of GPA is used to test if RIF12 has a larger effect 
on academic achievement compared to RIF30. For H3, this GPA regression is also used to test if RIF has a larger effect on academic 
achievement than correlation fit and ED. GRSE is included as a control variable that also functions as a benchmark for the predictive 
power of PE interest fit towards academic achievement (Schelfhout et al., 2022; Schneider & Preckel, 2017). For H4, we have examined 
multicollinearity in all polynomial regressions, by making use of the variance inflation factor (VIF) and the condition index (CI). The 
VIF quantifies to which extent an independent variable is related to the other independent variables in the regression (Sheather, 2009). 
Literature has suggested several benchmarks to decide whether VIF values in a regression are too high. The most conservative 
benchmarks suggest a threshold of VIF < 2.50 to reject multicollinearity altogether (Everitt & Skrondal, 2010; Johnston et al., 2018). If 
the benchmark of VIF < 2.50 is exceeded, a variance decomposition can reveal which dimensions show collinearity (i.e., high loadings 
of two or more variables on the same decomposition dimension). Subsequently, the condition index (CI) evaluates if the observed 
collinearity is considered problematic. Literature has suggested several benchmarks for interpreting CI, with CI > 15 indicating 
multicollinearity and CI > 30 indicating strong multicollinearity (Jackson, 2017; Kennedy, 2003). We have estimated the cost of using 
a RIF6 over a RIF12 through the use of a paired two-sample t-test. 
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3. Results 

3.1. RIF12 versus RIF30 

H1 stated that RIF12 generates a more accurate PE interest fit. The paired sample t-test on the average fit errors of RIF30 (M =
197.71, SD = 126.96) and RIF12 (M = 188.19, SD = 126.26) over students is significant, t (4406) = 10.70, p < .001, Cohen's d = 0.16. 
The t-test on the average fit errors of RIF30 (M = 201.51, SD = 27.52) and RIF12 over programs (M = 185.00, SD = 28.44) is also 
significant, t (21) = 4.49, p < .001, Cohen's d = 0.96. Considering the results of both tests, H1 is confirmed. RIF12 generates a 5 % (i.e., 
197.71 / 188.19 − 1) more accurate PE interest fit over students and a 9 % (i.e., 201.51 / 185.00 − 1) more accurate PE interest fit over 
programs compared to RIF30. 

H2 stated that RIF12 generates a PE interest fit that has a larger effect on academic achievement than PE interest fit generated using 
RIF30. For H2, GPA is regressed on RIF30, RIF12, correlation fit, Euclidean distance and GRSE. The omnibus test was significant, F (5, 
4198) = 237.27, p < .001, R2 = 0.22. RIF30 (p = .51). Looking at individual predictors, correlation fit (p = .67) and Euclidean distance 
(p = .55) no longer have a significant effect on GPA, while RIF12 (β = 0.29, p < .001) and GRSE (β = 0.31, p < .001) do have a 
significant (standardized) effect on GPA. As an indication of effect size (without controlling for the other measures, see also Table 1), 
PE interest fit using RIF30 explains about 6 % (0.25 × 0.25) of the variance in GPA, while PE interest fit calculated using RIF12 and 
GRSE both explain about 13 % (0.36 × 0.36). Controlling for the effect of GRSE (i.e., R2 = 0.13) exclusively, RIF12 adds a unique 
explained variance of about 9 % (and vice versa), while RIF30 only adds 4 %. As such, PE interest fit calculated using RIF12 indeed 
generates a larger and more important effect on academic achievement than RIF30, confirming H2. 

H3 stated that RIF generates PE interest fit estimates that have a larger effect on academic achievement than PE interest fit 
generated using Euclidean distance and correlation fit. Analogous to H2, the regression of GPA on RIF30, RIF12, correlation fit, 
Euclidean distance and GRSE also shows that PE interest fit calculated using RIF12 has a larger and more important effect on academic 
achievement than correlation fit and Euclidean distance, confirming H3. As additional evidence, correlation fit and Euclidean distance 
explained <1 % of the variance in GPA. 

3.2. Multicollinearity 

For RIF30, the highest VIF = 329.63 already suggested there was evidence of multicollinearity. Closer inspection revealed that 45 
% (14 out of 31) of the variance decomposition dimensions had a CI > 15 and 19 % (6 out of 31) dimensions had a CI > 30. As an 
example, variance decomposition revealed that the highest CI = 90.95 was due to high loadings of the environment terms of E (0.93), C 
(0.69), E2 (0.76) and C2 (0.68) on one specific dimension of the variance decomposition. We therefore conclude that RIF30 is unsuited 
for environment profile generation as results show too much indications of multicollinearity, making the coefficient estimates 
unstable. 

For RIF12 (see Table 2), all program-specific regressions showed indications of multicollinearity as VIF < 2.50 did not hold for any 
program-specific regression. Closer inspection of all program regressions showed that CI < 15 was violated in all 22 programs, while CI 

Table 2 
Variance inflation factor in regressed interest fit models.  

Programs N Highest VIF RIF6 Highest VIF RIF12 

Psychology  474  1.94  26.38* 
Communication Sciences  106  2.04  29.39* 
Educational Sciences  131  2.08  71.78* 
Political Sciences  74  2.29  27.88* 
Law  330  2.00  23.92* 
Criminological Sciences  185  2.22  19.52* 
Speech and Hearing Sciences  68  2.03  55.20* 
Physical Education  65  2.54*  26.49* 
Linguistics and Literature  153  2.05  29.60* 
History  85  2.26  23.18* 
Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation  297  2.10  22.71* 
Pharmaceutical Sciences  241  2.09  22.87* 
Bioscience Engineering  217  1.88  29.86* 
Economics  443  1.91  22.90* 
Biomedical Sciences  218  2.54  33.88* 
Engineering - Architecture  75  2.22  31.59* 
Engineering  308  2.26  21.89* 
Business Economics  345  2.18  23.57* 
Bioscience Engineering Technology  74  1.97  20.09* 
Engineering Technology  311  2.36  22.93* 
Applied Language Studies  137  2.21  22.72* 
Biochemistry and Biotechnology  70  5.43*  59.84* 

Note. VIF = variance inflation factor with * VIF > 2.50, RIF12 = regressed interest fit using polynomial regression with 12 terms, RIF6 = regressed 
interest fit using polynomial regression with 6 terms. 
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< 30 was violated in five programs (23 %). We therefore conclude that RIF12 also shows too much evidence of multicollinearity. As the 
coefficient estimates are not stable enough, we deem RIF12 unsuited for environment profile generation. 

H4 stated that RIF6 does not cause multicollinearity issues. For the RIF6 measure, only two program-specific regressions (9 %) 
showed a minor indication of multicollinearity due to violating VIF < 2.50. Closer inspection of both regressions (i.e., physical ed-
ucation program and biochemistry and biotechnology program) showed CI maxima of CI = 4.32 and CI = 6.17, which do not exceed 
the CI thresholds of CI < 15 or CI < 30. As such, we confirm H4 that RIF6 does not suffer from multicollinearity and thus can be used for 
profile generation. Table 3 shows the estimated program profiles (standardized regression coefficients) using RIF6 for all programs. 

We estimated the cost of using linear regression by testing the error difference between PE interest fit generated by RIF12 (M =
188.19, SD = 126.26) and RIF6 (M = 192.04, SD = 126.92). Results showed that the difference was significant, t (4,406) = 6.08, p <
.001, Cohen's d = 0.09. Using RIF6 thus had a 2 % accuracy cost (192.04 / 188.19 − 1), while also having a cost of explanative power as 
the correlation between academic achievement and PE interest fit dropped from r = 0.36, t (4405) = 25.34, p < .001, R2 = 0.13 to r =
0.32, t (4405) = 22.06, p < .001, R2 = 0.10. 

4. Discussion 

Polynomial regression is a method for establishing fit between variables, without putting too much constraints on the data 
(Edwards, 1993; Edwards, 1994; Edwards & Parry, 1993; van Vianen, 2018). Recent studies on vocational interests indicate that a 
good regressed interest fit (RIF) between the vocational interests of a student or worker and the chosen study program or job leads to 
better work and study performance (Nye, Prasad, et al., 2018), vastly outperforming traditional methods like high-point coding (Young 
et al., 1998), and empirically confirming the theoretical predictions of Holland (1997). However, with these new insights also comes 
the necessity to disseminate this more powerful method and ensure these beneficial effects of PE interest fit are detectable in all areas 
where vocational interests can make a difference. For instance, PE interest fit can make a difference in study counseling to guide 
students towards fitting and attainable programs (Schelfhout, Wille, Fonteyne, Roels, De Fruyt, et al., 2021). Unfortunately, the 
polynomial regression method still showed three limitations that restrict the further generalization of this method towards applications 
like study counseling. Polynomial regression (1) requires a large number of participants over a large number of environments (Nye, 
Butt, et al., 2018; van Vianen, 2018), (2) is prone to error inflation for each term that enters the regression (Su et al., 2019; van Vianen, 
2018) and (3) is also prone to multicollinearity (Tinsley, 2000; van Vianen, 2018). By addressing these limitations, the present study 
thus validates polynomial regression as a method for calculating the PE interest fit of one student to a single study program envi-
ronment by delineating an environment for each specific program. The performance of RIF12 (i.e., a regression with twelve individual 
RIASEC scores) and RIF6 (i.e., a regression of six individual RIASEC scores) for single environments were empirically tested against the 
performance of the original polynomial regression formula RIF30 (i.e., a regression of 30 terms based on the individual and envi-
ronment RIASEC scores) using the data of N = 4407 first-year students divided over 22 specific study programs, across ten faculties of a 
large Belgian university. As the present study is conducted in an open access and low-cost educational system, student choice of study 
program can occur freely in absence of GPA – requirements or hefty tuition fees (Schelfhout et al., 2019). 

Table 3 
RIF6 study program profiles.  

Program R I A S E C 

Psychology  − 0.034  − 0.055  0.023  0.116  0.027  − 0.073 
Communication Sciences  − 0.148  0.245  − 0.092  − 0.161  0.220  − 0.303 
Educational Sciences  − 0.059  0.116  − 0.245  − 0.037  0.193  − 0.092 
Political Sciences  − 0.092  0.387  − 0.299  − 0.034  0.283  − 0.313 
Law  − 0.080  0.027  0.065  − 0.073  0.151  − 0.068 
Criminological Sciences  − 0.218  0.021  0.067  − 0.056  0.151  − 0.017 
Speech and Hearing Sciences  − 0.099  − 0.011  0.196  0.021  − 0.017  − 0.063 
Physical Education  − 0.194  0.231  0.045  0.240  − 0.097  − 0.061 
Linguistics and Literature  − 0.191  0.190  0.047  0.025  0.210  − 0.092 
History  − 0.274  0.363  0.051  0.134  0.022  − 0.127 
Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation  0.004  0.120  − 0.077  0.224  − 0.062  − 0.116 
Pharmaceutical Sciences  − 0.149  0.182  − 0.104  0.085  − 0.009  − 0.027 
Bioscience Engineering  − 0.090  0.097  0.073  − 0.029  − 0.010  − 0.005 
Economics  0.005  0.068  − 0.050  0.008  0.129  − 0.108 
Biomedical Sciences  − 0.066  0.027  0.152  − 0.143  − 0.003  0.083 
Engineering - Architecture  0.014  − 0.109  0.120  − 0.206  0.083  0.041 
Engineering  − 0.090  0.199  0.044  − 0.225  0.083  − 0.059 
Business Economics  − 0.164  0.004  0.002  0.018  0.070  0.059 
Bioscience Engineering Technology  0.018  0.116  − 0.367  0.238  − 0.057  0.023 
Engineering Technology  − 0.062  0.074  0.094  − 0.156  − 0.083  0.001 
Applied Language Studies  − 0.071  − 0.095  0.247  − 0.055  0.017  − 0.054 
Biochemistry and Biotechnology  0.078  0.064  − 0.071  0.061  0.079  − 0.247 

Note. RIF6 = regressed interest fit with six terms, R = realistic dimension, I = investigative dimension, A = artistic dimension, S = social dimension, E 
= enterprising dimension, C = conventional dimension. The program profiles are the result of the regression of GPA on the RIASEC scores of students 
in these programs. The regression coefficients were standardized so that the program profile RIASEC dimensions are comparable within and between 
programs. 
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4.1. Empirical findings 

The present study thus found that PE interest fit calculated using RIF12 for a specific study program had an even stronger positive 
effect on academic achievement comparing to RIF30. RIF12 explained about 13 % of the variance in the academic achievement of 
students, more than doubling the effect of RIF30 of about 6 %. Compared to literature, these results even exceed the most optimistic 
estimates of about 10 % explained variance in academic achievement (Nye et al., 2012). The effects of RIF12 were about as large as the 
effects of high school performance, which is considered one of the best predictors of academic achievement (Schneider & Preckel, 
2017). These program-specific RIF measures thus upgrade the status of vocational interests as a prime predictor of academic 
achievement, on par with predictors like previous achievements and cognitive ability (Schelfhout et al., 2022). These results replicate 
and further strengthen the empirical evidence regarding the power of polynomial regression to calculate PE interest fit. The stronger 
positive effect of RIF12 (vs. RIF30) on academic achievement is a direct consequence of 5 % smaller estimation errors of polynomial 
regression in a specific environment, in comparison to polynomial regression with a range of different environments. When comparing 
both error rates over programs, we even observe a somewhat large effect of about 9 %. We expected these effects for two main reasons. 
First, RIF12 has to estimate 60 % fewer regression coefficients, which limits the influence of estimation errors. And second, different 
vocational environments reward different interest patterns (Smart et al., 2000). It is therefore easier to detect the relevant RIASEC 
pattern in one specific environment compared to an amalgam of different vocational environments. The power of RIF12 as a measure 
of PE interest fit also proved superior to correlation fit and Euclidean distance, as both measures only showed marginal effects on 
academic achievement of < 1 % of explained variance in higher education GPA (Schelfhout et al., 2019; Tracey et al., 2012). These 
effects were also no longer significant when controlling for RIF12. These results are in line with the theoretical predictions from 
Edwards, as correlation fit and Euclidean distance methods put too many constraints on the data to empower stronger correlations 
between PE interest fit and academic achievement (Edwards, 1993; Edwards, 1994; Edwards & Parry, 1993; van Vianen, 2018). 

Several studies already pointed out that there exists a lot of interest variance within an environment (Nye, Perlus, & Rounds, 2018; 
Schelfhout et al., 2019; Tracey et al., 2012), despite the homogeneity that originates through the processes of attraction, selection and 
attrition (Schneider, 1987; Schneider et al., 2000). Furthermore, literature was in need of methodology that takes this variance into 
account when generating RIASEC environment profiles (Nauta, 2010; Nye, Perlus, & Rounds, 2018). The present study therefore 
explored the possibility of using polynomial regression for RIASEC environment profile generation. RIF6 shows a lot of promise, as the 
method establishes a set of standardized RIASEC coefficients for a specific study program. In doing so, the RIF6 method delineates the 
program environment similar to methods that use the students in a study program as incumbents (Allen & Robbins, 2010). To this 
extent, the RIF6 method regresses outcomes like GPA on RIASEC student data within one program. However, the RIF6 method differs 
from most incumbent methods by also taking into account the student interest RIASEC variances alongside the more common student 
interest RIASEC averages, as was requested in literature (Nauta, 2010; Nye, Perlus, & Rounds, 2018). RIF6 also shows no indications of 
multicollinearity that can cause a threat to the reliability of the estimated coefficients, in contrast to other forms of polynomial 
regression like RIF12 or RIF30. Reliable coefficients are important in order to interpret the RIASEC values in environment profiles. 
These findings are crucial for literature on environment RIASEC profile generation as polynomial regression not only considers the 
variance within the environment, but uses the variance of the students within a study program to the full extent, as the constraints on 
the data are minimal compared to other methods (Edwards, 1993; Edwards, 1994; Edwards & Parry, 1993). The cost of using RIF6 (vs. 
RIF12) remained limited to about a 2 % loss of accuracy and a drop of r = 0.36 to r = 0.32 in the correlation with academic 
achievement. 

4.2. Practical implications 

As a first major practical implication of our study, RIF6 extracts specific study program environment profiles based on the RIASEC 
scores and academic achievement of former students. For a practical example that may be useful to study counselors, we refer to the 
Appendix. As such, RIF6 allows generating interpretable program profiles that profit from the benefits of polynomial regression (i.e., 
less constraints). The practical implications of using the set of standardized regression coefficients generated by RIF6 as RIASEC 
program profile are substantial towards interpretation of the RIASEC dimensions. Indeed, standardized RIASEC dimensions (i.e., on a 
scale with M = 0 and SD = 1) allow for uniform interpretation and comparison (i.e., higher positive scores or lower negative scores) of 
the RIASEC dimensions within and between study programs. As an example, the psychology program (see Table 3) is characterized by 
a very high social dimension compared to the other dimensions. In contrast, program profiles generated by averaging out student 
RIASEC scores, do not have such power. Averaged profiles do not take into account the variance present in the student population. 
Even after standardization (i.e., dividing the average score by the standard deviation), the averaged profiles still cannot establish if a 
high environment profile score on a specific dimension is meaningful, because the criterion is absent. In other words, a high averaged 
score on a specific dimension for a specific program does not necessarily mean that the specific dimension is environment-determining. 
In contrast, RIF6 measures the effects of the dimension variances towards achievement so the resulting effects are observed through 
(individual) effect sizes like an R2. 

As a second major practical implication of our study, RIF6 allows to calculate the PE interest fit between any (future) student and 
any specific program (or major). For a practical example, we again refer to the Appendix. The resulting fit estimates can then be used to 
provide an advice set, showing the most fitting programs for an individual student. Together with the profiles of the possible programs, 
this combination conveys easy-to-interpret study counseling information, for both the counselor and the individual student. In this 
way, RIF6 can clearly enhance interest-based study counseling, given that the method reflects the relation between study interests and 
academic achievement more accurately compared to existing methods. Moreover, RIF6 also improves the RIF30 method by matching 
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the student to a set of programs based on the interest variance present in each program separately and not on the variance of all 
programs combined. In line with literature, each program environment profile is thus characterized by different patterns of vocational 
interests in relation to academic achievement (Smart et al., 2000) and each program environment will attract students with similar 
interest profiles (Holland, 1997; Schneider et al., 2000). 

4.3. Limitations and future directions 

The present study aimed to introduce and validate a new approach to estimate vocational interest fit in an educational context. For 
this purpose, we relied on data collected in the context of a large and ongoing study orientation project implemented in a Western 
European university. Although this study context offers several methodological strengths, such as the availability of a large sample of 
students that can be tracked prospectively over the course of a complete academic year, this context also has limitations. Most 
obviously, future research is needed that evaluates the generalizability of our findings by comparing our results to those obtained in 
different educational settings where (1) study programs are composed in a different manner, (2) a different measure is used to assess 
(future) students' interest profiles and/or (3) student performance (i.e., first year GPA) is assessed differently, for instance through 
(future) degree attainment. Studies towards degree attainment seem especially warranted, as a degree forms the primary gateway to 
the work field (Schelfhout, Wille, Fonteyne, Roels, Derous, et al., 2021). 

The present study also assessed the strength of the association between interest fit and academic performance relative to the 
predictive power of self-reported (global) performance in high school. Although there is evidence supporting the validity of such self- 
reports (Schelfhout et al., 2022), future research can also consider a broader and more differentiated set of alternative predictors of 
academic achievement when evaluating the performance of the presented RIF methods. 

In addition to these study limitations, the interpretation of our results is also limited by a number of characteristics of the featuring 
RIF. First, RIF calculates PE interest fit (i.e., for individuals) and creates profiles (i.e., for environments) in function of a specific 
criterion. We specifically relied on GPA as a criterion in the present study given its relevance from a theoretical, methodological and 
practical perspective. Theoretically, the present study addressed the fundamental question to what extent interest fit indeed predicts 
successful performance in environments, as predicted by PE fit theory (Holland, 1997; Schneider, 1987; Schneider et al., 2000). 
Methodologically, the GPA dependent variable was suited nicely to operationalize the academic achievement criterion as (curvi-) 
linear polynomial regression demands a continuous dependent variable (Edwards, 1993; Edwards & Parry, 1993; Edwards, 1994; Van 
Iddekinge et al., 2011). And practically, an important aim of study counseling is to heighten the chances that students are oriented 
towards study programs they can complete successfully (Schelfhout et al., 2022). First-year GPA is arguably accepted as one of the 
most predictive variables towards degree attainment (Schelfhout et al., 2022; Schneider & Preckel, 2017). Yet, other criteria of PE fit 
besides pure performance (i.e., first year GPA) can also prove valid, like retention (Van Iddekinge et al., 2011), satisfaction (Hoff et al., 
2020; Wiegand et al., 2021) and wellbeing (van Vianen, 2018). 

Second, the results from the present study need to be interpreted while considering the nature of the study programs that were 
included. Specifically, the educational system featuring in the present study allowed for a straightforward delineation of 22 study 
programs, because each of these programs has a different focus, while the curricula within these programs was highly similar for all 
students enrolled. Other educational systems (or universities within these systems) potentially offer a less clearly delineated set of 
programs from which students can choose; future research can evaluate the validity and psychometric properties of the proposed 
methodology in such contexts. For really small populations (i.e., not enough students to regress twelve or even six RIASEC terms on an 
outcome) researchers can consider pooling similar environments as an R2 will always give an indication of how well the vocational 
interests fit the outcome in the pooled environment. For example, the psychology program from the present study is relatively het-
erogeneous as the program comprises many related, but also different courses (which everyone has to take), while still being 
considered one program. Future research can help to systematically evaluate the consequences of such environment heterogeneity on 
the performance of the RIF methodology. Although the proposed RIF methods yield robust estimated program parameters when 
applied to the large dataset in the present study, we acknowledge that these RIF estimates are sample-dependent, which is an inherent 
challenge of polynomial regression (see Xu & Li, 2020). For the present study, the question thus remains to which extent the RIF 
estimates can generalize to similar programs at different higher education institutions (i.e., colleges or universities). However, the 
purpose of the current study was primarily to investigate the characteristics of program-specific RIF, such that the RIF method becomes 
more accessible to institutions interested in using these procedures. Rather than generalizing parameters to different contexts, we 
therefore recommend applying the outlined principles directly to these different contexts, using institution-specific data, in order to 
enhance study orientation. 

Finally, although restricted to the educational context in the present study, RIF can also be applied to other contexts in which 
interest-based matching is relevant. Specifically, when the combination of interest and performance (or also satisfaction and retention) 
data is available in work contexts, RIF6 and RIF12 can leverage an optimal match between workers and occupational environments 
based on interest fit. Further research on the RIF method can explore the conditions for a successful application in the work field. 

5. Conclusion 

The present study validates RIF6 and RIF12 as additional applications of polynomial regression for calculating PE interest fit in the 
delineated environment of a specific study program. By addressing the limitations of polynomial regression, RIF6 and RIF12 can detect 
an even stronger positive effect between PE interest fit and academic achievement for a specific study program. In doing so, RIF6 can 
also generate reliable study program profiles by taking into account the interest variance of students in these programs. Ultimately, 
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these program profiles can be used to calculate the PE interest fit between students and study programs, in order to guide individual 
students towards fitting study programs in higher education. 
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